Help Shape a Better Bass Coast
Community Engagement – Waste
Kerbside collection/Waste Contract
















I suggest residents are supplied a green waste bin to be emptied on alternate weeks to the
recycle bin. This would eliminate hoarding the pruning & general garden waste until
December -which could be a fire danger. Just a thought as it works very well in Melbourne!
other waste will only be collected but-weekly which is an issue for holiday rentals
Have at least one free hard rubbish collection every year
And a green waste bin would be great
Free hard rubbish collection
No free tip tickets in City of Casey. 2 hard rubbish collections a year is what we get.
To add to this list, we need hard rubbish collection and green waste collection each
fortnight. But this would probably take away from the tip revenue right?
And collection of rubbish bins weekly not fortnightly. Imagine the stink and mess!!
Red bins for green waste picked up fortnightly.
Could you please look at having a free yearly hard rubbish collection like most other
councils do?
Natalie Hutchins, Minister for Local Government has said that the current Council can
cancel the new Waste 10 year contract that was signed right before the election. The only
people I have spoken to (or read about) who believe it is a good idea are actually in support
of the COMPOST part, which I also fully support. HOWEVER, our general waste being
collected fortnightly is a forerunner to endless problems. We don’t even have a tip for one
and the Shire wish to put more pressure on our area with this new Waste Plan. The
previous Council locked us into a 10-year expensive contract with minimal community
consultation. The contract was signed behind closed doors. What works for Melbourne is
not necessarily right for a coastal tourist place like here. And there’s not even going to be a
trial! Waste is one of the few things ratepayers really ask of our Shire.
It worries me that tourists fill bins to overflowing with rubbish, with no regard for
recyclables.
We fill out rubbish bin weekly, there is no way we could go a fortnight without it being
emptied. Our rates are higher here than what we pay for our Melbourne property, what are
they paying for? Rubbish collection weekly I would have thought would be a no brainer!
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We already do compost (as so many here do), and feed our food scraps to our guinea pigs
and neighbours' chooks. Even that aside, I would have been lucky to have a 15-20litre bucket
worth of compost in one week. So I'm not seeing how this will reduce my garbage bin
(which is often full most weeks) down to one bin per fortnight! We already reduce our
waste. We don't have the nappies or dog poo that many other residents place in their
general waste (and are concerned about the smell sitting there for 2 weeks!). Our bin
already stinks (especially in hot weather). It's even fuller each week when we have friends
from Melb staying on long weekends & the summer.
Rubbish collection
Services - Waste Management needs attention . We have a weekly garbage cycle in January ,
this needs to be amended to match all key tourist / seasonal periods ie Cup Weekend ,
Easter , School Holidays , GP etc . You cant have a tourist mecca and not cater for them ,
nothing is more disgusting that seeing overflowing bins on a nature strip for a week with
rubbish being strewn by birds because we dont set the garbage schedule to match the foot
traffic .
More facilities for permanent residents - do not take away our weekly rubbish collection.
There should be a green waste collection.
Green Waste Bin
Better value for rates paid. Bass Coast rates are exceptionally high (about 70% higher than I
paid to my previous council), yet I receive less service (i.e. less bin collections, no green
waste collection, parks/beaches are maintained to a minimal standard)
Regular green waste collection
Reinstate hard rubbish removal once per year included in the rates.
Free green and hard waste collections.
Green waste
PLEASE CANCEL: the 10 year garbage plan you have locked the community into
WITHOUT proper consultation and it was signed behind closed doors. I have not spoken to
ONE person who thinks it's a good idea! Most didn't even know about it and are outraged!
Our general waste bin stinks in the hot sun right now and is full. I can't imagine it being
collected once a fortnight! Friends with stinky nappies won't survive either. And holiday
rentals that change weekly d NOT care about sorting out recyclables, much LESS food
scraps. I poke to Natalie Hutchins, the Local Govt Minister and she said that the new
Councillors DO have the power to cancel the waste contract, even though it was made
right before the election by the previous Councillors. This is definitely one reason why many
people voted for new Councillors. This has been mentioned online and verbally over and
over. Council has suggested the general bin will be made much less without food scraps but
there's no evidence and many residents already out their food scraps into compost or to
chickens and other animals and their general bin still fills up. Council have also suggested
residents buy their own deteriorated kitty litter for our bins to help with nappies and other
smells. Really! Radio 3AW could NOT believe it! To lock the community into 10 years to
something NEW and untested in this region without proper consultation is an outrage.
PLEASE allow common sense to prevail.
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Green waste yearly hard rubbish
Have garden waste like Knox shire does and encourage people to clean up their yards and
areas to help make our shire more appealing. Have hard rubbish collections 4 times a year,
this will improve the look of the shire as it will stop the holiday home owners from just
dumping their rubbish on the nature strips and leaving it their.
being provided with extra rubbish bins for free to encourage proper rubbish disposal.
I would like regular hard rubbish collections and green waste bins. I read last year that
council were going to introduce bins suitable for all green waste and organic waste but I
have yet to see them provided to us.
Green waste services (without reducing general waste services to fornightly - not achievable
for a young family with a bin full of nappies!)
recycle waste collection frequency over holiday times.
Council needs to rescind the garbage contract with fortnightly small bin collection and
additional unwanted large bin. That contract is utter rubbish !!!!
Retain the hard rubbish collection at $35/2m3. General waste bin to be emptied weekly.
Would also like access to green bin as part of my rates same as other council s.
Current garbage services (retain)
Existing bin system to stay but to receive green bins.
Garbage collection in Cape Paterson is not geared to holiday home owners. We are
charged full rates yet use it rarely, particularly as collection is on a Monday /Tuesday when
we have all gone back. Thsi is unfair and a rip off.
review of the new garbage contract
Increased recycling programs. Including composting of food and green waste.
I would like council to remain strong on the compost bins and fortnightly landfill pick ups, at
least for the next year to see how it works out. If more rubbish ends up in the environment,
then of course things should be reviewed but strongly encouraging people to reduce their
waste is a massive step towards a more sustainable future.
cancel the expensive new 10 year waste contract that sees our general waste collected
fortnightly and was signed behind closed doors without proper community consultation. We
don't have a tip and now you want to do this! The number 1 thing Council is responsible for
is providing a proper waste service!
better green waste service
Green Waste Bins.
A re-assessment of rating rates for rural lifestyle properties without access to services
available to town dwellers. e.g. sewerage, water connection, rubbish collection, recycling
service, nbn........
The new garbage contract will not work as many people do not conform now to the 2 bin
system as they are not interested or do not care. Tourists only want to get rid of rubbish,
not take time to read what to put in each bin. People will put food, nappies, doggy bags etc
in other bins to get rid of them. The smell will be horrendous.
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There has been talk of a green bin collection service and I would very much encourage that
to happen. The suggestion that domestic rubbish not be collected on a weekly basis
however, is absurd.
The previous council / council officers really stuffed up the communication of the decision
to change the waste collection contracts. I'm largely in support of the compost bin and push
to reduce the amount of residential landfill - but the community wasn't sold the idea ahead
of time. It could have been framed in the context of our obligations under various initiatives
(?) to reduce landfill and and education campaign to coach the community in a full range of
practical ways of doing this - so that fortnightly collection wouldn't seem so unreasonable.
I think the new compost/green waste bins that are being introduced are a great idea and I
applaud the forward thinking. I would like to see more initiatives like this and incentives
offered to encourage residents and visitors to decrease their impact on the environment.
Scrap the new waste service. Fortnightly collection is ridiculous
Do not reduce bin pick picks to fortnightly - this would be a backward step. Also , rates are
ridiculously expensive.
Green recycling on island. Mains gas - any option for this to occur on island? Tip on island to
be reinstated.
Sense check the move to household bins going to fortnightly pick up, I think alot of rubbish
will be dumped for shire staff to clean up..
Also I do not understand the new bin system being introduced. General waste needs to be
collected weekly for health reasons not fortnightly as proposed. This has many residence
confused and angered as we have had no say in the changes that will be occurring but will be
hit with an extra cost.
We also need hard rubbish collections and green waste bins, like all the other Shires have.
Continue with the waste management contract, including green bin and look to reduce
overall waste disposal in line with modern practices.
Whatever happened to the hard rubbish collection included in the rates?*
Hard rubbish management – green waste collected
Review: hard waste disposal options
We would really appreciate a hard rubbish collection each year
Re garbage collections - holiday home owners who pop down on weekends and put rubbish
bins out during the week - a few tip passes would be great. We pay for collections but
rarely use the service.
Green bin collection
Green bins
Green bin collections
I understand a 10 year outsource contract was signed for rubbish collection - most
outsource contracts are at most 5 years. 10 years is ridiculous. Councils in the one area
should consolidate such deals.
An optional green waste bin. Elect for an extra charge ***
Opportunity: Better management of green waste
Weekly rubbish collection
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One free hard rubbish collection yearly – ditto!  *
Definitely NOT fortnightly rubbish collections *
Green bins
Green waste? **
Give us better waste management. Weekly in summer for tourist and accommodation.
Better hours during free waste amnesty!
Free hard rubbish pickup
Current weekly bin (garbage) pick up **** No community consultation of this
Hard rubbish collection
Threat: Dumping of rubbish now bin size is being reduced **
Threat: Disposal of waste which is not recycled
Hard waste collection
Paid yearly green waste pick up
Hard waste collection
Rubbish bins – more please
NO 3rd BIN!!!
No 3rd Bin! * (1)
No third bin ** (2)
Introduce green bin system *
Increase free hard rubbish collections
Continue with the waste rubbish plan *
Revise the 3 bin threat please! *
Waste management plan as presented (?) implemented
Hard rubbish collection twice yearly or 4 free vouchers for tip
Green bins for green waste 
Rubbish bins to be emptied EACH!!! Week (think of the smell!)
Rather than food waste recycle bins – Bokashi Bins, compost bins, worm farms. I already
compost all waste and don’t want to use and pay.
Green Waste in Cape Paterson.
Green waste bins for Corinella
Have weekly rubbish collections. Give people an option for a green bin.
Fortnightly rubbish collection was driven by a half baked green ideology. The new council
must overturn this silly decision.
I would like to see the weekly garbage collection reinstated Not fortnightly ! as this is going
to cause many problems for us personally and will lead to more rubbish dumping in all of
Bass Coast not just where we live in Corinella, sadly this was a very bad decision by council,
and one that should have been taken to the ratepayers for their input before it was put in
place.
Improved waste management: kerbside, hard rubbish, transfer centre, tip. The community
needs to see the 10 year contract signed by the outgoing councillors in 2016.
Option of a larger or two recycle bins like Whitehorse council offers.
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Free hard rubbish pick up Free green waste disposal
Free Hard rubbish collections 2 a year for rate payers! We don't have a tip! This would stop
the dumping of rubbish on the road sides!
Free green waste collection
Garbage removal service changes may not work in area
Yearly free hard rubbish collection.
Better hard waste collection
Roads Rubbish collections - green waste bins More recycling bins in public spaces
Kerb-side hard waste
Residents on acreage do not need garden waste or compost bins
No rate increases hard rubbish collection - absolutely ridiculous this was removed.
To have weekly/fortnightly kerbside recycling, fortnighty kerbside green waste and weekly
kerbside rubbish (general)
Stability, an affordable hard rubbish yearly coillection.
Reinstate hard rubbish collection and two free green waste disposals (large branches and
trees) per year.
I think the proposed new bin collection may work. It will be lovely to have a green waste
collection, however I think the green waste and the recycling would be better alternate
fortnights and the General to remain at weekly. There is a concern in the community the
general 120ltr bin fortnightly collection may not be enough, particularly for families.
The re-introduction of a hard garbage collection would be good to get the crap (people put
out) off the streets. We were told years ago that the hard garbage service ceased due to
Occ, health & safety issues, yet most other shire continue to provide this service.
As a passionate gardener Autumn and into Winter are peak pruning times, not Nov/Dec
when there is the free green waste time frame made available to the community. This is no
doubt a big help to landlords who wish to spring clean their back yards. The solution to suit
real gardeners as such would be to make available approximately six free green waste
coupons annually for a resident or rate payer to utilize at their own chosen timing. It has
worked in plenty of other communities in Australia. For those of us who do not own
trailers let alone a car attachment to house a rented one, it also would give a year round
more flexible time frame to gain help in the transport of green waste.
Free passes for rubbish from Kernot Hall the hall belongs to the shire help with funding or
shire to remove rubbish!!! *
An efficient regular free green waste collection.
Get rid of idiotic green waste bin proposal – encourage/support on-site composting by
residents.
Garbage services as they exist (Not drop to once a fortnight – the health issues in peak
holiday seasons would be horrendous)
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Bins at all beaches especially Harmers Haven to put the doggy poo bags in, it’s so horrible
being a hot day and people have to cart there dog poo bags back home.
On Phillip Island, Bus stop upgrades with rubbish bins starting with the school stops.
More rubbish bins to put dog poo in public areas so people stop throwing their doggy poo
bags on the ground- defeats the purpose of picking up your dog’s poo there are no bins in
the wetlands or anywhere around Wonthaggi's main walking tracks. It will help stop people
littering too
Sort the rubbish out along our beautiful foreshore. Bins overflowing all along Cowes
esplanade. People trying to do the right thing but rubbish overflowing onto the surrounding
grounds.
Bins at the walkways to the beach for people to put their rubbish in when they leave
we also need rubbish bins at the entrance/exit points of the beaches at Surf Beach and
probably other areas too. Sick of picking up rubbish left by the mainly visiting beach users.
Rubbish bins at beach entrances
bag dispensers on all beaches. More rubbish bins.
better rubbish facilities including more public bins and bins and bags for dog waste on
beaches
Clean up the roads - The amount of rubbish on the side of the road is a disgrace!!!! And
when you contact council about the rubbish they do nothing about it!
More public rubbish bins along the foreshore. A bin at the corner of Dusmore Rd and
Stradbroke Ave.
1. Better placement of doggy poo bin at the Coronet Bay playground 2. More Rubbish Bins
at Corinella Pier and Coronet Bay Beach at playground/BBQ area, end of Norsemans rd and
end of Oconners rd and end of Soldiers rd.
Adequate supply and emptying of public rubbish bins.
I would like to see an improvement in council managing the collection of rubbish off beaches
and streets in particular around Cowes. It was shocking what was left on the beaches after
schoolies. More rubbish bins especially over summer period and when events held on the
island.
Rubbish collection from the beach is good.
More rubbish clean up in the main streets after the tourists and an event. The event
organisers need to provide more bins. The rubbish overflows the bins and ends up in the
ocean.
Better servicing of public bins and toilets, especially during tourist season.
Services to enable dog owners to collect and dispose of their dog waste
The amount of rubbish bins around Wonthaggi. We currently have no bins in the wet lands
or surrounding areas where people walk their dogs. People have been picking up their dogs
poo but due to their being bins people throw their doggy poo bags in the bush or simply
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leave them next to the footpath. Some more bins would also prevent further litteringespecially of McDonald's wrappers!!
beaches should be cleaned and public bins emptied and cleaned
Also foul smelling public bins
I worry about the lack of respect visitors have for our nature, walking paths and beaches.
Often rubbish left behind and ignored. Some sculpture by the sea which reminds us to take
our trash with us would be amazing!
A bin and (where allowed) dog poo bags at every beach entry
bins provided along beaches with dog pooh bags provided like they do on the peninsula!
Dog waste disposal points in Cape Paterson along foreshore walking tracks
This is a small thing that I've raised on several occasions and which Council officers have
assured me is easily achieved, however, 4 years ago I raised it and still no action. Please
provide waste bins at the dog reserves to encourage people to clean up after their dog - if
there aren't bins provided then people just won't do it (e.g. reserve at Headland Way,
Inverloch). Also at a couple of extra locations along the Ayr Creek walking trail e.g. at Royal
Pde and at Toorak Rd (already have bins at the beach and at Mitre 10). I live in Inverloch so
have addressed this with a focus on locations here, but I'm certain there will be other
locations in Bass Coast that will also need waste bins provided to encourage dog owners to
do the right thing. Another small thing is to try to do something about the issue of kids who
use the Inverloch skate park leaving rubbish at the site. A bin was recently installed however
this hasn't worked - maybe send some Council officers to the site to work with the kids to
see if we can improve this. I walk through this park on most mornings and there's usually
soft drink bottles, left-over food and containers just lying around the ground and on the
street furniture. It's often cleaned by Council workers, but it shouldn't have to be done by
them, I'm hopeful that education might help.
I would also advocate the installation of 'doggie bag' dispensers throughout the area.
Rubbish bins at the Elizabeth Cove entry to the beach (Ventnor).
More rubbish bins at beaches- or current once to be emptied more often in peak time. Dog
waste bins/ bags
Extra bins near tennis courts at Grantville Rec Reserve for people using courts for skating kids leave rubbish everywhere
At Churchill Island - not a single recycle bin! They should be leading the way in recycling.
Improved rubbish collection and frequency increased especially on the foreshore.
there should be "poo bag" facilities at the foreshore similar to that provided at Sandy Point.
Poo bags at off-leash areas
Keep rubbish off the streets eg: highways. Want to present a well maintained shire.
Please wash rubbish bins out occassionally - they stink really badly in the heat. Bins need
emptying more during holiday season.
Rubbish bin at the foreshore.
Bins to be kept clean when major events are on
More rubbish bins
More rubbish bins
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Weakness: Lack of poo bag stations *
Way more bins – especially at each beach entrances
Image – Waste on sides of roads
Opportunity: More of an enforcement approach to visitors removing rubbish
Strategies for mutual responsibility for care of natural resources eg: removal of rubbish from
beaches
More rubbish collection in main street over events etc.
Lockable metal bins at Thompson Avenue carpark for use of businesses (public trash our
bins)
More bins
Employ someone to clean the streets
Clean up PI. Need waste management
Someone (or a team) to clean up PI
Clean streets and beaches daily and provide more bins. Review very expensive waste
management contract.
Lockable bins for retail / business communities
Council to provide green waste bins to avoid road side drops
Rubbish bins in public car parks/beach areas in Kilcunda.
Rubbish bins at Powlett River car park and Outdoor showers.
Doggie bag bins :) *(1)
Dog poo Bag Dispenser at Inverloch Dog beaches.
Rubbish collection in public spaces over summer when visitor numbers are high.
Recycling, improved with more bins e. g at Tennis Club Rooms, Wonthaggi & Inverloch
Bowling Club carparks (there may be more). What about polystyrene recycling and builders
bins full off various off-cuts?
More rubbish bins along coast - I always take bags to pick up rubbish on beach and nowhere
to put it. Reminders in place for dog owners to pick up after their dogs.
Thank you for the rubbish bin at Shelley's Beach. Please keep it there.
What about putting a recycling bin at Coles plaza - it's a shame it hasn't got one.
Rubbish bins needed on foreshore between Jansson and Walton Streets.
While on the subject of rubbish - public bins need to be cleaned inside & out on a regular
basis especially in the warmer months and event/long weekends. Contractors should be
responsible for maintaining/ensuring that the bins are presented in good order.
Rubbish bin at Pen end of Beach and doggy poo bag dispensers.

Transfer stations


Lower fees at tip, or at least give us bigger bins considering how much our rates have
increased (almost $1000 in 3 years?!)
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We pay high rates!!! Cranbourne has free tip tickets!!! We get nothing!!!!! And a green
bin!!!!
o Still better than nothing!!! We get nothing
also a proper transfer station for phillip island.
Went to the Wonthaggi tip today hoping to buy some old corrugated iron. Was
disappointed to find there was no 'tip shop' for recycling of building materials there.
Keeping the Inverloch tip open would be a good idea. Imagine the rubbish along the
Wonthaggi and Inverloch Rd if it closes.
Every tip should have a shop where you can purchase old furniture, building materials, bikes
and various other pre-loved items. We should do far more recycling.
Services that are not available on Phillip Island that need to be. In particular, this would be a
station for tipping (green waste and recyclables) with hours of service extended to what
would normally be expected for such a facility.
Do NOT close Inverloch tip
being able to dispose of green waste at the tip all year. We have a big garden and many gum
trees so have lots of leaves and pruning and once a year fire reduction is simply not
adequate.
Provision of a tip / transfer station along with at least one free hard rubbish collection per
year
keeping the Inverloch transfer station open. having free green waste all year round - this
would make keeping and maintaining properties easier all year round to have the green
waste bin as optional to continue to empty recycling and waste bins weekly during the
tourist season
Rubbish transfer station on the Island
Improve the Waste Management Set up , we need a transfer station.
Retain transfer station.
the Inverloch tip retained.
Local tip facilities on Phillip Island.
Don't worry - we don't need a transfer station! There are another 2 within 20 mins drive.
Inverloch transfer station to remain open
Green waste bin and free tip tickets Cranbourne have free tip tickets I pay $2000 in rates
and get nothing !!!!!!
Increase free green waste times- why can't it be all year? It's better for the town.
l would like to see lower tip fees, this would allow it to be affordable for all and then
rubbish would not be dumped on the sides of the road. l would like a hard rubbish
collection reinstated
Retain the Inverloch tip.
Waste services that reflect demand - not a service that is not driven by a green agenda. A
local tip on Phillip Island and weekly rubbish collection.
A waste transfer station on Phillip Island by the end of 2017.
Transfer station on Phillip island with one free hard rubbish collection per year.
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Reopening of the tip.
Reduce tip fees so that more people can get rid of their rubbish from around their homes.
Put a rubbish transfer station back on the island to stop illegal dumping and the 1 hr
minimum round trip to Grantville
A tip for Phillip Island and reversal of the silly decision to have a fortnightly rubbish
collection service.
A transfer station at Phillip Island, not just the excuse for what now exists. Consider the
large Rate Base that is the non resident. We use little and get little. Reinstate hard rubbish
collection or a voucher to get rid of stuff we take to a tip. Reinstate the free two bag
household rubbish deposited at the tip or transfer station. We can't always be here to put
out a bin. You are the Council but sometimes on the island I get the impression that the P.I.
Nature Park Authorities run the Island. Remember your rates, once much lower than I paid
in Melbourne are now higher. Waste is a good reason why.
Free use of the tip (all items) for ratepayers who do not receive rubbish collection services.
Retain Free green waste period
Extend green waste disposal
Establish a new tip on Phillip Island… businesses need to know that they can service
visitors/clients affordably and effectively*
A real transfer station
We used to have a transfer station
Alter amnesty for green waste from 6 weeks in Nov/Dec to 2 periods - once in July for
prunings and once in Nov/Dec for fire prevention.
Re-open Tip on Phillip Island - or green waste bin.
More hard rubbish pick ups. Cheaper tip fees.
keep the Inverloch tip
retain the transfer station
transfer station retained
Remove the transfer from its current creek side location and rehabilitate the site. Do this as
part of an open-space linking for Screw Creek.
Keeping tip free for garden waste
Retain refuse tip.
Retain Inverloch transfer station
Retain transfer station
The Inverloch transfer station should not close.
Continue to open Inverloch transfer station
Increase opportunity for free disposal of green waste
A tip for Phillip Island **
Rubbish tip for Phillip Island
Reopen transfer station/tip
Use the money for a hospital and tip and a pool
Open transfer station *
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Threat: Large construction debris and visitor rubbish impacting on recycling
Keep Inverloch Recycle Station (tip) open ** (2)
Keep the tip – Inverloch **** (4)
Move to other area?
Consolidate the Inverloch and Wonthaggi tips to one new site where green waste can be
composited and available for purchase by residents as part of turning a problem into an
asset
Don’t agree
What a load of rubbish * (1)
Keep tip!! * (1)
Keep the Tip! ***** (5)
Keep Inverloch tip open **** (4)
Keep tip for all sorts of rubbish
Keep transfer station open at Inverloch. The traffic issues through Wonthaggi main street
could be chaotic **** (4)
Tip and transfer stations – cheaper fees
Phillip Island transfer station - ?the 10 year plan URGENT REVIEW ***
A tip!
Keep transfer station (x13)
Inverloch transfer station need to be relocated.
Give us back some tipping and green waste facilites.
Green waste amnesty period at Wonthaggi transfer station
The temporary transfer station on Phillip Island needs improving to be a full transfer station.
We have been without for too long.
A rubbish transfer station for Phillip Island
A permanent waste disposal facility, open 7 days a week
A rubbish transfer station for Phillip Island
Also bring back the tip (PI).
We need a proper transfer station that is open every day.
Better services e.g. Transfer station open 7 days a week
A tip
Inverloch tip
Better green waste management
It would be great too if we had a proper transfer station in Cowes. Good examples are
Moonie Valley Transfer Station and a privately owned Eastern Recycling they take: uncontaminated soil, rocks, concrete, bricks and roofing tiles, Building materials such as
plaster, timber, glass, metal and packaging, Furniture, electrical goods, white goods, Garden
green waste and scrap metal. Extra charge items Mattresses, gas bottles, motor oil and
tyres. The area they use is small, considering the population of the areas they service.. They
sort everything, it is picked up or sold promptly.
A new waste drop off station.
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Weakness: Rubbish removals (dumped)
Install dump sites in appropriate areas
A modern waste management facility (Phillip Island) that accepts everything. It goes without
saying that anything that can be recycled should be. Anything that has a sense of usefulness
should be placed in an associated not for profit shop. Where volunteers or even ‘mens
shed’ members could carry out repairs on items ready for sale at a very reasonable price
with funds used to pay for administration of shop and allocation back into the community.
Please do not hold back because of one or two objections. Its an absolute disgrace that a
community this size doesn’t have a waste management facility.
We need a recycling facility for garden waste – perhaps including the resale of mulch for
garden beds.

Other
















Soft plastic recycling!!!! The area is an environmental gem, I can't believe there is nothing not even supermarkets have a soft plastic collection bin.
better green waste disposal opportunities.
localise the treat of organic waste that will currently be driven out of our area for
processing.
Affordable removal of rubbish which discourages people from dumping rubbish Community
activities,
Budget to be spent on basics like roads, rubbish and repairs
services reduce annually and then reintroduced at a fee.( Hard rubbish, free green waste
tipping etc)
Litter and environmental protection - not a significant issue in Inverloch
Increased recycling
Support recycling ideas through groups.
Recycling initiatives
Back road rubbish dumping is an issue.
Again, clean up the island. No one wants to come to a dirty place to holiday.
Waste. No problem, but we do not get council waste removal. Council tip is not far away
so I am happy with that. However one can understand the frustration of Phillip Island and
Inverloch Residents.
Better waste management - less rubbish – employ people to pick up random rubbish.
Someone needs to tidy the streets. The rubbish is just left floating around (it is particularly
bad in the car park behind Thompson Ave). We also need more public bins at the beach, in
car parks, at the playgrounds and in the street. People need to get rid of their waste. I am
constantly getting letters from the Council complaining about rubbish in my recycling bin
which is put there by visitors to the island and by local apartment residents. I’ve even found
an empty wine bottle in a plastic bag in my bin the morning after the rubbish has been
removed.
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Please stop sending dirty emails to the retailers regarding recycling – we cannot control
what the public put in our bins. We need a lockable metal bin for waste and for recycling.
Several of the parking spots are already taken up with bins on a full time basis – use these
for metal bins. I have spoken to the Council on more than one occasion about this. The
objection is always the loss of the car space but at least one car space is already lost by the
bins just being dumped there permanently.
Litter and dumping (prosecute and public shaming).
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